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Get with the
programmers

PoShowTube
Providing producers with an easy way to
add visual interest to their self-produced
YouTube music uploads, Mac/PC applicatio

PoShowTube generates graphical I
videos that respond to the dynamic I
contour of an imported audio file. I
Transition markers can be placed
along the audio waveform (which
feature in the videoor not, as you li
over 20 highly configurable

routines are included, and ca_mera and
lighting options add further interest.
PoShowTube costs f5, and you can try
before you buy with a fully functional d
that limits videos to three minutes in ler
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Audified VocatMint
Saturator
A ';one knob valve saturation shaper for
vocals", Vocallvlint Saturator sees
Audified boiling a powerfulset of unde
hood processors down to a single control
instant enhancement of spoken and sung
voice tracks. Using "pre-tuned algorithms",
VocalMint Saturator applies EQ as well as
analogue-style saturation chain, and, cl

using it almost literally couldn't be easier.
Having set your ialibration'threshold'
in the settings, simply twist the knob
clockwise to apply more harmonic
saturation and EQ tightening. lt's $79.t+-

Boom Library Grip
Built on 65OMB of sample content, Boom
Library's spectacular vehicular sound
system puts all the controls you need to

create realistic skids, bumps, rolling
noises and other "tyre and chassis"
sounds at your fingertips, in a clean,
concise plugin interface. Adjust vehicle
type, listening position, surface
material, grip amount, skid pitch,

chassis interaction and more, and mix five I
elements - Rolling, Skid, Detail, Chassis and I
Suspension - to create your fully customise{
drive-by. Grip is available now, priced $199. I'......-

Fuse Audio Labs VCL-515
Recreating a rare 60s tube limiter originally
designed for the American broadcast
industry, VCL-515 is Vari Mu-style

geared up for gentle control
of individual vocals and
instruments, as well as

Lead Hit'n'Mix engineer Martin Dawe takes us to
lnfinity and beyond

. TellushowHit'n'Mixcametobe.
. , "Since I was little, I've been curious

about how everything works, from tech to
biology, to the mind and perception. One of
my earliest software projects involved
finding a way for a computer to convert the
thousands of black and white dots that make
up a scanned page of text into an editable
document (OCR). Leading on from that,
getting a computer to play back music from
scanned sheets of manuscript sounded
exciting, so I launched into developing
PhotoScore, which has been incredibly
successful worldwide.

Martin Dawe .,.:f:l'J,il:j3:ff,'::*iXtllseemed 
rike

involved investigating how we hear
individual notes in music. Through much trial and error, lfound I could
achieve the highest accuracy by writing code to detect the individual sine
waves that can make up any sound (representing the ear) and building a

complex perception engine on top of that (the brain). This venture
eventually became Hit'n'Mix which not only picks out the waves,
harmonics and notes, but lets you do whatever you like with them."

How would you describe Hit'n'Mix lnfinityto the uninitiated?
"l describe it in two catch-all phrases: firstly,'Edit Audio Like lt's MlDl',

ie, just like in a MlDl editor, where you can click and drag notes and do
what you like with them, Hit'n'Mix lnfinity picks out the notes in stems and
stereo mixes and lets you do the same. Secondly, Atomic Audio Editing':
ie, there's a lot more detail in audio notes than there is in MlDl. At Hit'n'Mix,
we describe the fundamental building blocks of sound as atoms - slices of
audio information such as amplitude, frequency, phase and stereo

panning, which are grouped by Hit'n'Mix lnfinity
into harmonics and notes. These are what
you're changing when making edits in Hit'n'Mix
lnfinity - and in fact, no waveform exists until
you press play or export an audio file."

l, EEtwhatwasthebisgesthurdte?

orindividuarharmonics,",";H;#:X?""#j*:'Y;'r:i:"T':ff#i,1'."i:t
deep thinking, trying to work out how we are able to perceive sounds as
discrete objects."

. What are your favourite features of lnfinity?
:"1 love the visual way it expresses audio during playback. And being

able to redraw the pitch of notes however you like has always felt very
rewarding. The Clone Tool takes this a step further, by allowing you to
apply the pitch changes from one sound source or instrument, onto
another - for example, a guitar solo onto another instrument or vocal."

- The lnfinity interface is... different, to say the least. Non-standard
in many areas, some might say. Whatare your plans in thisarea?

"l like to avoid influence from anything else out there. So, until
recently, I hadn't even opened a DAW Now we've created something pure
with a well-built track ahead of us, we've been adding the features that fit
with the expectations of users. We've made giant bounds, releasing
several major updates since Hit'n'Mix Infinity was released several months
ago, and we'll continue to do so."
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'lt required
several years of

deployment on the mix bus. While the
original hardware only offered an input gain

knob for tweaking, Fuse's version adds
Attack, Release and dry/wet Mix controls, a

sidechain filter, and the option to disable
compression when you just want the sound
of its valve-based circuitry alone.
VCL-515 costs $59.
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